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The Strong is duty-bound to help the Weak. This is the 
mentality which the handicapped has to live with when 
he comes face to face with society. Is this a fair 
mentality towards the handicapped? Yes, only to a 
certain extent, because in everyday life we find that this 
kind of mentality is more apt to hinder us than to help 
us. In the sense that the strong has still not sufficiently 
understood how the weak can help the strong. 

We too can manage to help the strong by making use of our potential. 
However we must have open to us those opportunities and adequate 
means for this to materialise. 

A handicapped person has always had, and will always have, the will 
power to assert himself so that he may be on an equal footing with 
everybody else. However, in order for the handicapped to be at par, 
he has to have available certain necessities. For him to achieve 
equality in life he must first be able to live an independent life. To live 
an independent life entails for him certain difficulties. Therefore in my 
speech I am going to mention first some principle services which for 
us are non-existent and then others which do exist, but which need 
drastic adjustments. 



Together with these remarks I am going to propose those solutions which I deem to 
be right and proper. 

The first point I would like to mention is as regards transport. Most of us handicapped 
persons find great difficulty in going out to fulfil our everyday needs, because lifting 
a handicapped person from a wheelchair to a car involves a somewhat strenuous 
effort. On account of this a handicapped person may prefer to stay indoors rather than 
experience this ordeal. The fitting solution would be to have available a sufficient 
number of vehicles equipped with tail-lifts. These would be used for a specific 
service, in the district so as to meet the needs of the handicapped in that particular 
district. 

The second point deals with the problem of how the handicapped person is going to 
cope on his own, when the people who take care of him - who always happen to be 
members of his family - pass away. The practical solution for physically handicapped 
people would be a service which is specific when put into practice; a service where 
the authorities - who are concerned will provide casual assistants who will visit the 
handicapped in their homes and see to their needs. This type of service already exists 
for the elderly because it seems that this service can easily be put into practice. 
However, casual assistants who are to cater for the handicapped have to undergo a 
period of specific training, and the only qualification needed is motivation. In this way 
the handicapped person will be able to live independently in his home. 

The third point I would like to make concerns the education of the handicapped. 
Towards what goal should education be orientated? We should strive to have proper 
education, so that later on in life handicapped people will find it easier to find a modern 
job which is suitable for him: namely the computer. Therefore education should be 
of a satisfactory level in order to facilitate and enhance the handicapped person's 
chances to acquire a job in the computer field. Disabled persons should not be faced 
with obstacles when seeking this kind of job which is ideal for him. 

These are the three principal points which are still lacking today but which should be 

given the priority they deserve. So far so good. But one should also hear what the 
handicapped person himself has to say with regards to certain things which must be 
improved. 

When a person who is suddenly struck by a disease or through an accident finds 
himself physically disabled for life it is very difficult for him to accept the disability 

which has sudden ly come about. There is a secret for this particular crisis in one's life 
which always gives the best results. This is a that the person involved, while faced 
with this disability throughout his life, has to learn to develop the best of his residual 
physical or mental abilities. 
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All this has to be carefully analysed with attention by a team of doctors, paramedics 
and in this case also social workers. What is needed is for this team to develop 

positively its attitude towards a person who has become permanently disabled. They 
must work in unison as a team without any prejudices, so that a solution may be found 
to bring about the requisites that are still wanting, and to better those that already exist. 
These are all necessities which one should strive to see materialise, in order that the 
doors of equality and an independent life are thrown open for the disabled persons. 
Thus we will be in a position where the weak himself can help the strong. 
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